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We show that private shared reference frames can be used to perform private quantum and private classical
communication over a public quantum channel. Such frames constitute a type of private shared correlation,
distinct from private classical keys or shared entanglement, useful for cryptography. We present optimally
efficient schemes for private quantum and classical communication given a finite number of qubits transmitted
over an insecure channel and given a private shared Cartesian frame and/or a private shared reference ordering
of the qubits. We show that in this context, it is useful to introduce the concept of a decoherence-full sub-
system, wherein every state is mapped to the completely mixed state under the action of the decoherence.
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I. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that a private classical key can be used
for secure classical communication on a public channel using
the Vernam cipher (one-time pad) [1]. Specifically, an n-bit
string M, the plain text, can be added bit-wise (modulo 2) to
a random n-bit string K, the key, to yield an n-bit string C
=M % K, the cipher text. Someone who possesses the key can
retrieve the plain text from the cipher text via M =C % K;
however, for someone who does not possess the key, C is
completely random and contains no information about M.
The cipher text can therefore be transmitted over a public
channel with complete security.
In quantum cryptography,1 quantum rather than classical
systems are used for the transmission (i.e., a quantum cipher
text), allowing for one or both of the following innovations:
(i) the key is quantum, corresponding to entanglement be-
tween the cooperating parties; and (ii) the plain text is quan-
tum, namely, a quantum state drawn from a set of states not
all of which are orthogonal.
A classical plain text can be encrypted with a quantum
key (specifically, two c-bits can be encrypted using one e-bit
of entanglement) by making use of a dense coding protocol
[2]. A quantum plain text can be encrypted with a classical
key (specifically, one qubit with two c-bits) by a scheme
known as a private quantum channel [3]. Finally, a quantum
plain text may be encrypted with a quantum key (one qubit
with two e-bits) using the quantum Vernam cipher [4].2 Note
that when the plain text is quantum, it has been shown that it
is possible, by monitoring for eavesdropping, to recycle the
key for future use [4,5]. What all these schemes have in
common is that they make use of private shared correlations
to encode information.
In this paper, we wish to consider the applications to cryp-
tography of a different sort of private shared correlation,
namely, a private shared reference frame (SRF). Two parties
are said to share a reference frame (RF) for some degree of
freedom when there exists an isomorphism between their ex-
perimental operations involving this degree of freedom [6].
For example, Alice and Bob are said to share a Cartesian
frame, defining an orthogonal trihedron of spatial orienta-
tions, when they can implement the following task. Alice
sends to Bob a spin-1/2 particle aligned along a direction n
with respect to her local Cartesian frame. She then commu-
nicates a classical description of this direction to Bob (for
instance, its Euler angles), and Bob can orient his Stern-
Gerlach magnets in such a way that the spin-1/2 particle
emerges in the upper path with certainty. If Alice and Bob
can orient themselves with respect to the fixed stars, then
they will be able to implement this task, and thus will be said
to share a Cartesian frame. An alternative method for sharing
a Cartesian frame is for Alice and Bob to possess, within
their respective labs, sets of gyroscopes that were aligned at
a time prior to Alice and Bob having been separated.
Two parties are said to possess a private SRF for some
degree of freedom if the experimental operations of all other
parties fail to be isomorphic to theirs in this sense. Although
it is difficult to imagine how a Cartesian frame defined by the
fixed stars might be made private, it is clear that if the Car-
tesian frame is defined by a set of gyroscopes, privacy
amounts to no other party having gyroscopes that are known
to be aligned with those of Alice and Bob.
Unlike either classical or quantum information, which can
be communicated using any degree of freedom one chooses,
reference frames require the transmission of a system with a
very specific degree of freedom [7]. Two clocks can only be
synchronized by the transmission of physical systems that
carry timing information, such as photons, and two Cartesian




1Note that we are not here referring to quantum key distribution,
but rather to the use of a key for encoding information.
2Alternative schemes for encrypting 1 qubit using 2 e-bits are to
implement a teleportation protocol for the qubit wherein the classi-
cal communication is achieved by dense coding, or to convert the 2
e-bits into 2 secret c-bits through measurement and then use the
protocol of Ref. [3].
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systems that carry some directional information, such as
spin-1/2 particles. The optimal way of establishing a SRF
given different sorts of information carriers has been the sub-
ject of many recent investigations [8–13]. Recognizing the
distinction between SRFs and either classical key or quan-
tum entanglement has also been important in identifying the
resources that are required for continuous variable teleporta-
tion in quantum optics [14–21]. There have also been several
investigations into the impact of lacking the resource of a
SRF for various tasks. These tasks have included communi-
cating classical and quantum information [6], accessing en-
tanglement [22], discriminating states in a data hiding proto-
col [23], and implementing successful cheating strategies in
two-party cryptographic protocols such as bit commitment
[24].
In the present work, we further clarify the nature of SRFs
as a resource, by determining the extent to which private
SRFs are a resource for cryptography.
To illustrate the general idea, consider the case where Al-
ice and Bob share a private Cartesian frame. They can then
achieve some private classical communication as follows:
Alice transmits to Bob an orientable physical system (e.g., a
pencil or a gyroscope) after encoding her message into the
relative orientation between this system and her local refer-
ence frame (for instance, by turning her bit string into a set
of Euler angles). Bob can decrypt the message by measuring
the relative orientation between this system and his local
reference frame. Because an eavesdropper (Eve) does not
have a reference frame correlated with theirs, she cannot
infer any information about the message from the transmis-
sion.
In classical mechanics, it is in principle possible to dis-
criminate among a continuum of different states of a finite
system. In this setting, a private shared-reference frame to-
gether with the transmission of a finite system would allow
for the private communication of an arbitrarily long message.
However, in quantum mechanics, finite systems support only
a finite number of distinguishable states, so the question of
the private communication capacity of a private SRF given
finite uses of a channel is nontrivial. In addition, we can
investigate the possibility of private quantum communica-
tion.
This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we describe
how two parties who share a private Cartesian frame can
privately communicate quantum or classical information us-
ing one, two, or three transmitted spin-1/2 particles. These
examples illustrate the central concepts of the paper. In Sec.
III, we present optimally efficient private quantum commu-
nication schemes for arbitrary numbers of transmitted qubits.
It is also here that we properly introduce the concept of a
decoherence-full subsystem. In Sec. IV, we present optimally
efficient schemes for private classical communication for
large numbers of transmitted qubits. Finally, in Sec. V we
conclude with a discussion of the significance of these results
as well as some directions for future research.
II. SOME SIMPLE EXAMPLES
Consider a communication scenario consisting of two par-
ties, a sender (Alice) and a receiver (Bob), who have access
to an insecure noiseless quantum channel and who possess a
private SRF. Continuing with our example, we consider spin
systems that possess only rotational degrees of freedom, in
which case all local experimental operations, such as the
placement of a Stern-Gerlach magnet, are performed relative
to a local Cartesian frame which is private.
A. One transmitted qubit
Consider the transmission of a single qubit from Alice to
Bob. As they possess an isomorphism between their experi-
mental operations, Bob can use the outcomes of his measure-
ments to infer information about Alice’s preparation. For ex-
ample, they can communicate a classical bit by Alice
preparing one of an orthogonal pair of states (u0l or u1l) and
Bob performing the corresponding projective measurement
which reveals the preparation with certainty.
On the other hand, an eavesdropper (Eve) who does not
share Alice and Bob’s private SRF cannot correlate the out-
comes of her measurements with Alice’s preparations. To
represent the state of the transmitted qubit, Eve must average
over all rotations VPSUs2d that could describe the relation
between her local RF and theirs. Thus, Eve would represent
the state of the qubit relative to her uncorrelated reference
frame as
E1srd =E dVRsVdrR†sVd = 12 I , s1d
where RsVd is the spin-1 /2 unitary representation of V
PSUs2d, dV is the SUs2d-invariant measure3 and I is the
identity. Thus, as a result of being uncorrelated with the pri-
vate SRF, Eve cannot acquire any information about Alice’s
preparation. Using this single qubit and their private SRF,
Alice and Bob can privately communicate one logical qubit,
and thus also one logical classical bit.
B. Two transmitted qubits: Decoherence-full subspaces
If multiple qubits are transmitted, it is possible for Eve to
acquire some information about the preparation even without
access to the private SRF by performing relative measure-
ments on the qubits [25]. Consider the example of two trans-
mitted qubits, and suppose that Alice assigns the state r to
the pair. Eve does not know how her RF is oriented relative
to Alice’s, but she knows that both qubits were prepared
relative to the same RF. Thus, Eve’s description of the pair is
obtained from Alice’s by averaging over all rotations V
PSUs2d, but with the same rotation applied to each qubit.
Eve therefore describes the pair by the Werner state [26]:
E2srd =E dVRsVd^2rR†sVd^2 = p1S13P j=1D + p0P j=0,
s2d
where
3The invariant measure is chosen using the maximum entropy
principle: because Eve has no prior knowledge about Alice’s RF,
she should assume a uniform measure over all possibilities.
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pj = TrsrP jd , s3d
and where RsVd^2;RsVd ^ RsVd is the (reducible) collec-
tive representation of SUs2d on two qubits, and P j is the
projector onto the subspace of total angular momentum j. It
is clear that Eve has some probability of distinguishing states
that differ in the weight they assign to the symmetric sj=1d
and antisymmetric sj=0d subspaces. Moreover, she can dis-
tinguish perfectly between the antisymmetric state and a
state which lies in the symmetric subspace. In other words,
despite not sharing the RF, Eve can still measure the magni-
tude of the total angular momentum operator Jˆ2 and thus
acquire information about the preparation.
Equation (2) implies that the two-qubit superoperator E2
is completely depolarizing on the three-dimensional symmet-
ric subspace. In contrast to decoherence-free subspaces [27]
used in quantum computing, the effect of the map E2 on this
subspace is irreversible: the superoperator takes any state on
this subspace to a fixed state, namely, the completely mixed
state on this subspace. In Sec. III, we will define subspaces
with this property to be decoherence-full subspaces.4
By encoding in a decoherence-full subspace, Alice can
achieve private quantum communication. For instance, Alice
can encode a logical qutrit5 state into a state rS of two qubits
that has support entirely within the symmetric subspace.
Bob, sharing the private RF, can recover this qutrit with per-
fect fidelity. However, Eve identifies all such qutrit states
with E2srSd= 13P j=1, the completely mixed state on the j=1
subspace, and therefore cannot infer anything about rS. Thus,
using this scheme, a private qutrit can be transmitted from
Alice to Bob using two qubits.
Now consider how many classical bits of information Al-
ice can transmit privately to Bob. An obvious scheme is for
her to encode a classical trit as three orthogonal states within
the symmetric subspace (for example, using the three sym-
metric Bell states uc+l, uf+l, and uf−l). However, this is not
the optimally efficient scheme. Suppose instead that Alice







unilunil, i = 1, . . . ,4, s4d
where uc−l is the singlet state and the unilunil are four states
in the symmetric subspace with both spins pointed in the
same direction, with the four directions forming a tetrahe-
dron, and with the phases chosen to ensure orthogonality of





the completely mixed state on the two qubit Hilbert space.
Thus, these four states are completely distinguishable by Bob
but completely indistinguishable by Eve. By Holevo’s theo-
rem, two classical bits is the maximum one could possibly
communicate by the transmission of two qubits, so this
scheme is optimally efficient.
C. Three transmitted qubits: Decoherence-full subsystems
Consider the transmission of three qubits from Alice to
Bob. If Alice prepares these qubits in the state r, then Eve,
who lacks the SRF, assigns the state
E3srd =E dVRsVd^3rR†sVd^3. s6d
With three qubits, the four-dimensional symmetric subspace
consisting of states with total angular momentum j=3/2 is a
decoherence-full subspace: all states on this subspace are
mapped by E3 to the completely mixed state on this sub-
space.
The four-dimensional subspace H j=1/2 consisting of states
with total angular momentum j=1/2 has a more complex
structure. This subspace can be given a tensor product struc-
ture (TPS) [29] as
H j=1/2 = HR ^ HP, s7d
where HR is a two-dimensional Hilbert space that carries the
j=1/2 irreducible representation of SUs2d, and HP is a two-
dimensional Hilbert space that carries the trivial representa-
tion of SUs2d. This TPS does not correspond to the TPS
obtained by combining multiple qubits: it is virtual [30]. We
refer to these two factor spaces as subsystems, a concept we
will define more precisely in Sec. III. For the moment, we
consider how the superoperator E3 acts on states in terms of
these subsystems. Because SUs2d acts irreducibly on HR and
trivially on HP, the superoperator E3 restricted to states on
H j=1/2 can be expressed as
E3sr j=1/2d = sDR ^ IPdsr j=1/2d , s8d
where DR is the completely depolarizing superoperator on
HR and IP is the identity operation on HP. Thus, E3 takes any
product state of the form rR ^ sP to the state
1
2 IR ^ sP. In
fact, DR ^ IP maps any state r j=1/2 on HR ^ HP to the product
state 12 IR ^ TrRsr j=1/2d, where TrR is the partial trace over the
subsystem HR, thus removing all correlations between the
subsystems. We call the subsystem HR a decoherence-full
subsystem.
We can now express the action of the superoperator E3 on
an arbitrary state r of three qubits as
E3srd = p3/2S14P j=3/2D + p1/2S12 IR ^ rPD , s9d
where




TrRsP j=1/2rP j=1/2d . s11d
Consider the following two options that Alice has for pri-
vately communicating quantum states to Bob using their pri-
4Note that the term “decoherence” has many connotations in the
literature. Here, we shall take the term to be synonymous with
“noise,” where this noise may arise from ignorance rather than a
coupling to the environment.
5A qutrit is a three-dimensional generalization of the qubit.
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vate SRF: (1) she can encode quantum states into the
decoherence-full j=3/2 subspace (allowing private commu-
nication of two qubits); and (2) she can encode a qubit state
r into a product state r ^ s0 in the j=1/2 subspace, where s0
is some fixed state on HP. (Using the latter scheme, all states
are represented by Eve as 12 IR ^ s0, who thus cannot obtain
any information about r.) Clearly, using the j=3/2 subspace
provides a superior capacity, and we will prove in Sec. III
that this scheme is optimally efficient for three qubits. Note,
however, that for greater numbers of qubits, the
decoherence-full subsystems typically have greater dimen-
sionality than the decoherence-full subspaces, and schemes
that encode within them are necessary to achieve optimal
efficiency.
For private classical communication, the question of op-
timal efficiency is much more complex. One scheme would
be for Alice to encode two c-bits into four orthogonal states
within the j=3/2 decoherence-full subspace. Using the j
=1/2 subspace, it might seem that the best Alice can do is to
encode a single c-bit into two orthogonal states in the
decoherence-full subsystem HR; however, there is a better
scheme using this subspace. If Alice encodes two c-bits into
four orthogonal maximally entangled states on the virtual
TPS HR ^ HP, these states are completely distinguishable by
Bob but, using Eq. (9), all map to the same state 12 IR ^
1
2 IP on
HR ^ HP under E3 and thus are completely indistinguishable
from Eve’s perspective. Thus, using the j=1/2 subspace, Al-
ice can privately transmit two c-bits to Bob, the same num-
ber as can be achieved using the j=3/2 subspace.
It turns out that the optimally efficient scheme for private
classical communication uses both the j=3/2 and j=1/2 sub-
spaces. Let uj=3/2 ,ml, m=1, . . . ,4 be four orthogonal states
on the j=3/2 subspace, and let uj=1/2 ,ml, m=1, . . . ,4 be
four maximally entangled states (as described earlier) on the
j=1/2 subspace. Define the eight orthogonal states
ub,ml =
1
˛2 suj = 3/2,ml + s− 1d
buj = 1/2,mld , s12d
where b=1,2 and m=1, . . . ,4. Alice can encode three c-bits
into these eight states, which are completely distinguishable
by Bob. It is easily shown using Eq. (9) that the decohering
superoperator E3 maps all of these states to the completely
mixed state on the total Hilbert space; thus, these states are
completely indistinguishable by Eve. This scheme is opti-
mally efficient for private classical communication because,
by Holevo’s theorem, three c-bits is the maximum amount of
classical communication that can be achieved with three
transmitted qubits.
So we see that the optimal efficiency for private classical
communication (three c-bits) is greater than that for private
quantum communication (two qubits) if we directly compare
c-bits to qubits. This result generalizes in the case of N trans-
mitted qubits. Note, however, that the ratio of private capac-
ity to public capacity decreases with increasing N.
The examples presented in this section illustrate the cen-
tral concepts of this paper. We now turn to the general case.
III. PRIVATE QUANTUM COMMUNICATION
A. General schemes for private quantum communication
We begin the general discussion by defining private quan-
tum communication schemes (using public quantum chan-
nels and without classical “broadcast” channels) as in Ref.
[3], and deriving some general results for such schemes.
Any time Alice and Bob have some private shared corre-
lation, that is, one to which Eve does not have access, Eve’s
description of the systems transmitted along the channel is
related to Alice’s description by a decohering superoperator,
denoted by E.
Definition: a private quantum communication scheme for
E. Such a scheme consists of an encoding C, mapping mes-
sage states in a logical Hilbert space HL to encoded states on
the Hilbert space H of the transmitted system, such that (i)
the map C is invertible by Bob (who possesses the private
shared correlations), allowing him to decode and recover
states on HL with perfect fidelity, and (ii) the encoding sat-
isfies
EfCs%Ldg = r0, " %L on HL, s13d
where r0 is some fixed state on H. This latter property en-
sures that all encoded states are completely indistinguishable
from Eve’s perspective, so that she cannot acquire any infor-
mation about %L through measurements on EfCs%Ldg.
This definition is equivalent to a “private quantum chan-
nel” defined in Ref. [3]. We define an optimally efficient
private quantum communication scheme as one for which HL
is of maximal dimension.
The invertibility of the encoding C by Bob places strin-
gent conditions on the image of the logical Hilbert space HL
in H. In order to ensure this invertibility, one method of
encoding is to choose C such that HL maps isomorphically to
a subspace H8,H of equal dimension. However, the most
general method of encoding involves using ancilla systems
[3]. Let H9,H be a subspace that possesses a tensor product
structure H9=HA ^ HB with HA isomorphic to HL. The Hil-
bert space HA is referred to as a subsystem of H. An encoding
C that maps any state %L on HL to the state %L ^ s0 on HA
^ HB for some fixed ancillary state s0 on HB is the most
general encoding that is invertible. In this case, we say that
HL is encoded by C into the subsystem HA.
In order for encoded states in a subsystem to be com-
pletely indistinguishable by Eve, the superoperator E must
map them all to the same density matrix r0 on H. We give a
name to such subsystems.
Definition: completely private subsystems. For all %L on
HA, and for a fixed s0 on HB, if
Es%L ^ s0d = r0, s14d
where r0 is independent of %L, then the subsystem HA is said
to be completely private with respect to E.
Every completely private subsystem with respect to a su-
peroperator E allows for the definition of a private quantum
communication scheme. The scheme simply encodes a logi-
cal Hilbert space isomorphically into this completely private
subsystem.
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B. Decoherence-full subsystems
In the following, we highlight a particular class of com-
pletely private subsystems, namely, those for which every
state defined on the subsystem is mapped by E to the com-
pletely mixed state on the subsystem. In contrast to the
decoherence-free (D-free) or noiseless subsystems [31,32]
employed in quantum computing, the effect of the decoher-
ence on these subsystems is maximal, and so we dub these
decoherence-full (D-full) subsystems.
Definition: decoherence-full subspaces/subsystems. Con-
sider a superoperator E that acts on density operators on a
Hilbert space H. A decoherence-full (D-full) subspace is a
subspace H8,H such that the superoperator E maps every
density operator on H8 to the completely mixed density op-
erator on H8. Consider a subspace H9,H that possesses a
tensor product structure H9=HA ^ HB such that
EsrA ^ rBd =
1
dA
IA ^ rB8 , s15d
where s1/dAdIA is the completely mixed state on HA and rB8 is
independent of rA. We define such a HA to be a decoherence-
full (D-full) subsystem. If, in addition, rB8 =rB for all rB, so
that HB is decoherence-free, that is, if
EsrA ^ rBd =
1
dA
IA ^ rB, s16d
for all rA ^ rB, then we define the product HA ^ HB to be a
D-full/D-free subsystem pair. Restricted to a D-full/D-free
subsystem pair, the superoperator E has the decomposition
EAB=DA ^ IB with respect to this TPS, where DA is the com-
pletely depolarizing superoperator on HA, and IB acts trivi-
ally on HB.
Note that a D-full subspace is a special case of a D-full
subsystem for which HB is one dimensional.
In the following, we will show that D-full subsystems
define optimally efficient schemes for private quantum com-
munication for the class of superoperators describing Eve’s
ignorance of a SRF.
C. Group-averaging superoperators
The results so far in this section have not made any as-
sumptions about the sort of private shared correlation that
Alice and Bob are using to encode their information. We now
focus on the case of a private SRF. This restriction will allow
for a simple decomposition of the total Hilbert space into
D-full/D-free subsystem pairs.
Note first that every reference frame is associated with a
symmetry group. For instance, a Cartesian frame is associ-
ated with the group of rotations SUs2d, a clock (phase refer-
ence) is associated with Us1d, and a reference ordering
(which we shall consider in Sec. III F) is associated with the
symmetric group SN.6 If Eve does not share Alice and Bob’s
RF, then she is ignorant of which element of the group de-
scribes the relation between her local RF and that of Alice
and Bob. The unital superoperator E describing Eve’s igno-
rance is therefore an average over the collective representa-
tion T of a group G acting on H. If G is a Lie group, then E




where dv is the group-invariant measure on G. For finite




where dim G is the dimension of G. In the following, we use
the notation of Lie groups; all results are equally applicable
to finite groups.
If T acts irreducibly on H, then E is completely depolar-
izing (by Schur’s lemma). However, if T is reducible, then
we can use the irreducible representations (irreps) Tj of G to
construct projection operators
P j ~ E
G
dvsgdTjsg−1dTsgd , s19d
up to a constant of proportionality. These projection opera-
tors decompose the Hilbert space H into a direct sum as
H = %
j
H j . s20d
In general, each irrep occurs multiple times; we can factor
each subspace H j into a tensor product of subspaces H jA
^ H jB as follows. Each subsystem H jA is the carrier space for
the irreducible representation Tj of G, and each correspond-
ing subsystem H jB carries the trivial representation of G and
has dimension equal to the multiplicity of Tj (see Ref. [33]).
The total Hilbert space decomposes as
H = %
j
H jA ^ H jB. s21d
Each subsystem H jA is D-full, and each subsystem H jB is
D-free. Thus, each H jA ^ H jB form a D-full/D-free subsystem
pair. The action of the superoperator E can be expressed in
terms of this decomposition as
Esrd = o
j
sD jA ^ I jBdsP jrP jd , s22d
where D jA is the completely depolarizing superoperator on
each H jA, and I jB acts trivially on each H jB.
It should be noted that the H jA are the only D-full sub-
systems. This claim follows from the fact that if a subsystem
is D-full then the representation T of G must act irreducibly
6However, note that a partial reference frame is associated with a
factor space of a group; e.g., a reference direction is associated with
the factor space SUs2d /Us1d, where Us1d is the symmetry group of
the direction under rotations.
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when restricted to it, and the fact that the H jA are the only
subsystems on which the representation T of G acts irreduc-
ibly. The inference from a subsystem being D-full to having
T act irreducibly upon it is perhaps not obvious, so we give a
short proof by contradiction. Suppose HA is a D-full sub-
system on which T acts reducibly. It then follows that there
exists an invariant subspace HA8 ,HA, meaning that for any
gPG, Tsgd maps HA8 onto itself. Thus, the action of E of Eq.
(17) must take a state in HA8 to a state with support entirely
on HA8 , which cannot be the completely mixed state on HA. It
follows that HA is not a D-full subsystem, which contradicts
our initial assumption.
D. Optimally efficient private quantum
communication schemes
We can now prove our central result for private quantum
communication schemes:
Theorem 1. An optimally efficient private quantum com-
munication scheme for a group-averaging decohering super-
operator E is given by encoding into the largest D-full sub-
system for E.
Proof. It is clear that every private quantum communica-
tion scheme encodes into a completely private subsystem. It
suffices therefore to show that the dimension of any com-
pletely private subsystem for a group-averaging decohering
superoperator E is less than or equal to the dimension of the
largest D-full subsystem for E.
Let HE be a completely private subsystem for a group-
averaging decohering superoperator E of the form given in
Eq. (17), and let HE8 be the complementary subsystem such
that HE^EHE8 ,H (where ^E denotes the tensor product
structure with respect to these subsystems).
The condition for HE to be completely private is
EsucElkcEu^Es0d = r0, " ucEl P HE, s23d
for some fixed state s0 on HE8 , where r0 is a density operator
on H that is independent of ucEl. Because s0 is arbitrary, we
can choose it to be a pure state s0= uf0lkf0u for uf0lPHE8 ,
which simplifies our proof.
Using expression (22) for the action of E and projecting
both sides of condition (23) onto an irrep j gives
sD jA ^ I jBdsuc jElkc jEud = r0j , s24d
where we have defined uc jEl;P jsucEl^Euf0ldPH j and r0j
;P jr0P j. Consider an irrep j for which r0jÞ0. (At least
one such j must exist, as the irreps span the Hilbert space.)
Taking the partial trace over the D-full subsystem H jA (de-
noted TrjA) and using the cyclic property of trace to eliminate
D jA gives
TrjAsuc jElkc jEud = TrjAsr0jd, " ucEl P HE. s25d
Let ucEl and uxEl be two orthogonal states in HE. Because HE
is a linear space, sucEl+ uxEld /˛2PHE; thus
TrjAsr0jd = TrjAsuc jElkc jEud ,




TrjAfsuc jEl + ux jEldskc jEu + kx jEudg . s26d
These equations lead to the identity
TrjAsuc jElkx jEud + TrjAsux jElkc jEud = 0. s27d
Repeating this argument for sucEl+ iuxEld /˛2PHE gives
TrjAsuc jElkx jEud − TrjAsux jElkc jEud = 0. s28d
Combining these equations, we obtain
TrjAsuc jElkx jEud = 0 if kcEuxEl = 0. s29d
Let uz jBl be any state in H jB such that kz jBur0juz jBlÞ0 (guar-
anteed to exist if r0jÞ0). We define the relative state of uz jBl
with respect to uc jEl, denoted uc jE,Al, by
uc jE,Al ; kz jBuc jEl . s30d
All such relative states are nonzero because
kc jE,Auc jE,Al = TrjAskz jBuc jElkc jEuz jBld
=kz jBuTrjAsuc jElkc jEuduz jBl
=kz jBuTrjAsr0jduz jBl
Þ0, s31d
where the third equality uses Eq. (25). The relative states of
uz jBl with respect to a pair of orthogonal states, ucEl and uxEl,
in HE satisfy
kx jE,Auc jE,Al = TrjAskz jBux jElkc jEuz jBld
=kz jBuTrjAsuc jElkx jEuduz jBl
=0, s32d
where the final step follows from Eq. (29). Thus, for any two
orthogonal states uclE and uxlE in HE, there exists a pair of
nonzero orthogonal states in H jA. The number of orthogonal
states in H jA is upper bounded by its dimension. Thus, the
dimension of any completely private subsystem HE cannot
be greater than the dimension of the D-full subsystem H jA
for any j for which r0jÞ0.
It follows that the dimension of a completely private sub-
system cannot be greater than the dimension of the largest
D-full subsystem. Thus, an optimally efficient encoding is
achieved by using the largest D-full subsystem. j
E. Optimally efficient quantum communication scheme
for a private shared Cartesian frame
We now use the group theoretical structure of the super-
operator EN to determine the optimally efficient quantum
communication scheme for a private shared Cartesian frame
and the transmission of N spin-1/2 particles. The Hilbert
space sC2d^N of these N qubits carries a collective tensor
representation R^N of SUs2d, by which a rotation V
PSUs2d acts identically on each of the N qubits. This Hilbert
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space also carries a representation PN of the symmetric group
SN, which is the group of permutations of the N qubits. The
action of these two groups commute, and Schur-Weyl duality
[33] states that the Hilbert space sC2d^N carries a
multiplicity-free direct sum of SUs2d3SN irreps, each of
which can be labeled by the SUs2d total angular momentum
quantum number j. For simplicity, we restrict N to be an




H j , s33d
where H j is the eigenspace of total angular momentum with
eigenvalue j, and the group SUs2d3SN acts irreducibly on
each eigenspace.
Because the groups SUs2d and SN commute, the Hilbert
space can be further decomposed. Each subspace H j in the
direct sum can be factored into a tensor product H j =H jR
^ H jP, such that SUs2d acts irreducibly on H jR and trivially





H jR ^ H jP. s34d
The dimension of H jR is
djR = 2j + 1, s35d
and that of H jP is [6]
djP = S NN/2 − j D 2j + 1N/2 + j + 1 . s36d
If Alice prepares N qubits in a state r and sends them to
Bob, an eavesdropper Eve who is uncorrelated with the pri-
vate SRF will describe the state as mixed over all rotations
VPSUs2d. Thus, the superoperator EN acting on a general
density operator r of N qubits that describes the lack of
knowledge of this private SRF is given by [6]
ENsrd =E dVRsVd^NrR†sVd^N. s37d
The effect of this superoperator is best seen through use of
the decomposition (34) of the Hilbert space. The subsystems
H jP are D-free or noiseless subsystems [31] under the action
of this superoperator; states encoded into these subsystems
are completely protected from this decoherence. In contrast,
EN is completely depolarizing on each H jR subsystem, and
thus the H jR are D-full subsystems. For each j, the sub-
systems H jR ^ H jP form a D-full/D-free subsystem pair.
The largest D-full subsystem occurs for jmax=N /2 and
has dimension 2jmax+1=N+1. This D-full subsystem defines
the optimally efficient private quantum communication
scheme (by Theorem 1). Thus, given a private Cartesian
frame and the transmission of N qubits, Alice and Bob can
privately communicate logsN+1d qubits, or logsNd qubits as-
ymptotically.
F. Optimally efficient quantum communication scheme
for a private shared reference ordering
Note the duality of the rotation group and the symmetric
group in the system described earlier. One may ask why we
consider a reference frame for the first group and not the
second. In fact, we have implicitly assumed a reference
frame for the permutation group in the form of a shared-
reference ordering. The simplest way in which two parties
can possess a shared-reference ordering is if they agree on
some labeling of the qubits, for instance, using their temporal
order, and if the quantum channel preserves this labeling.
The shared reference ordering that has been assumed up until
now has been taken to be public (i.e., Eve shares it as well);
however, one can also consider it to be private. Here, we
consider the dual problem to the one of the previous section:
a public Cartesian frame and a private reference ordering.
Note that sharing a private reference ordering is not
equivalent to sharing a secret key. This inequivalence may
seem surprising, because the most obvious way in which
Alice and Bob may share a private reference ordering is for
them to agree on a secret permutation of N elements (Alice
applies the permutation to the qubits prior to transmission
and Bob applies it to the qubits after receiving them). As
there are N! elements in SN, this secret permutation is
equivalent to sharing logsN ! d bits of secret key. Nonetheless,
in general when Alice and Bob share a private-reference or-
dering they need not share any secret key. For instance, sup-
pose the channel that connects Alice and Bob implements
some fixed permutation pC of the qubits, and that this per-
mutation is unknown to both Alice and Bob. The shared-
reference ordering is provided to Alice and Bob in the form
of two devices, one for each party. Alice’s device applies
some permutation pA to her qubits prior to transmission, and
Bob’s device applies some permutation pB upon receiving
them. The devices are designed such that pB= spCpAd−1, and
thus Bob recovers the quantum state of the qubits prepared
by Alice. Assuming that pC is equally likely to be any ele-
ment of SN, Alice has no knowledge of pB and Bob has no
knowledge of pA. Therefore, they do not share a secret key.
Note further that although Eve may have knowledge of pC
(which she may acquire, for instance, by examining the
channel), she has no knowledge of pA, and assuming that pA
is chosen uniformly among elements of SN, Eve’s description






where Pspd is the unitary operator corresponding to the per-
mutation p of the qubits.
When the Pspd are decomposed into irreps, PN induces
the decomposition of H specified in Eq. (34), which is the
same decomposition that was induced by EN. However, there
is a difference: with respect to the superoperator PN, the
subsystems H jP are D-full (because SN acts irreducibly on
these subsystems) and the subsystems H jR are D-free (be-
cause SN acts trivially on these).
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For large N, the largest H jP occurs for jmax equal to the
integer nearest to ˛N /2, and has dimension djP=Os2N /Nd
(meaning that djP,c2N /N for some constant c and for all
values of N) as can be deduced from Eq. (36). This D-full
subsystem defines the optimally efficient private quantum
communication scheme. It allows for private communication
of N−log2N logical qubits asymptotically given N transmit-
ted qubits.
G. Optimally efficient scheme for a private shared Cartesian
frame and reference ordering
Another interesting case is the one where Alice and Bob
possess both a private Cartesian frame as well as a private-
reference ordering. For transmission of N qubits in this situ-
ation, Eve’s lack of knowledge about either reference is char-
acterized by the superoperator EN +PN. Interestingly, this
superoperator is not completely depolarizing on the entire
Hilbert space. Even without sharing either reference, Eve can
still measure the total Jˆ2 operator to acquire information
about the preparation. However, the subspaces H jR ^ H jP for
each j are D-full under the action of this superoperator. Thus,
Alice and Bob can perform private quantum communication
by encoding into one of these spaces. The largest D-full sub-
space occurs for jmax equal to the integer nearest to ˛N /2,
and has dimension djRdjP=Os2N /˛Nd. Asymptotically, this
allows for N− 12 log2N private logical qubits to be encoded in
N transmitted qubits.
H. The duality between cryptography and communication
We have been concerned with determining how much
quantum information, prepared relative to some RF, can be
completely hidden from someone who does not share this
RF. If this person is an eavesdropper, then this concealment
can be very useful for cryptography, as we have shown.
However, it can occur that someone with whom one wants to
communicate does not share the RF, for whatever reason. In
this case, one is interested in the opposite problem, namely,
how much quantum information can be made completely
accessible to someone who does not share the RF. This
amount is determined by the largest D-free subsystem, as
was shown in Ref. [6]. The following dichotomy arises: in-
formation encoded in a D-full subsystem is hidden from
someone lacking the RF, while information encoded in a
D-free subsystem is still accessible to someone lacking the
RF. The implications for the case we are considering can be
summarized as follows. From the perspective of someone
who lacks the SUs2d SRF, the H jR are D full and the H jP are
D free; from the perspective of someone who lacks the SN
SRF, it is the H jP that are D full and the H jR that are D free.
Thus, the number of logical qubits that can be transmitted
privately given a private SUs2d SRF is equal to the number
of logical qubits that can be communicated to a receiver that
lacks the SN SRF, and similarly with SUs2d and SN reversed.
What is bad for private quantum communication using a pri-
vate SRF is good for quantum communication in the absence
of a SRF.
IV. PRIVATE CLASSICAL COMMUNICATION
We now consider the private communication of classical
information through a quantum channel using the resource of
a private SRF. We provide upper bounds on the efficiency of
such schemes (maximum number of private messages that
can be sent), and present schemes for private SUs2d and/or
SN SRFs that asymptotically saturate these bounds. As it
turns out, the optimally efficient schemes for private classical
communication are more efficient than the optimally efficient
private quantum schemes (comparing private c-bits directly
with private qubits).
Definition: a private classical communication scheme for
a decohering superoperator E. Such a scheme consists of a
set hrij of density operators on H prepared by Alice that are
(i) orthogonal, so that Bob can distinguish these classical
messages with certainty, and (ii) satisfy
Efrig = r0, " ri, s39d
where r0 is some fixed state in H, ensuring that Eve cannot
gain any information about these classical messages. An op-
timally efficient private classical communication scheme has
the maximum number of elements in the set hrij.
It is clear that every private quantum communication
scheme can be turned into a private classical communication
scheme by encoding the classical messages into an orthogo-
nal set of quantum states within the D-full subsystem em-
ployed by the latter. However, we now show that for the
group-averaging superoperators, there exist private classical
communication schemes that perform much better. As with
our three qubit example given in Sec. II, the key to finding
efficient private classical communication schemes is to en-
code into states that are entangled between D-full and D-free
subsystems and span many irreps.
A. An illustrative example
Consider the following illustrative example. Let H be a
Hilbert space. Let E be a superoperator acting on states of




Ha1 ^ Ha2, s40d
the subsystems Ha1 ^ Ha2 are D-full/D-free subsystem pairs
under the action of E. For our example, we enforce the ad-
ditional (and atypical) constraint that
dim Ha1 = dim Ha2 = d , s41d
for some integer d independent of a. Thus, all of the D-full
subsystems Ha1 and D-free subsystems Ha2 are of the same
dimension, and the dimension of the total Hilbert space H is
Ad2.
If Eve’s lack of correlations is described by the superop-
erator E, then a simple private classical communication
scheme can be constructed as follows. For a fixed arbitrary a,
choose a set of d orthogonal states hua ,kl1 ,k=1, . . . ,dj span-
ning the D-full subsystem Ha1, and an arbitrary fixed state
ua ,0l2PHa2. Then d classical messages can be encoded into
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the d orthogonal states ua ,kl1 ^ ua ,0l. All of these states map
to the same density operator, s1/ddIa1 ^ ua ,0l2ka ,0u, under
the action of E.
However, a more efficient scheme can be constructed us-
ing entangled states in Ha1 ^ Ha2, as follows.
Let hua ,kl1 ,k=1, . . . ,dj be a basis for Ha1, and





exps2pikm/ddua,kl1ua,k + ll2, s42d
for l ,m=1, . . . ,d are an orthogonal basis of d2 maximally
entangled states in Ha1 ^ Ha2. Using the fact that the maxi-
mally entangled states ucalml possess maximally mixed re-
duced density operators Tra1sucalmlkcalmud= s1/ddIa2, it fol-









for all l ,m. Thus, one can encode d2 messages into entangled
states of this form.
Finally, we present an optimally efficient scheme which
performs even better. Again, we define the entangled states
ucalml for every a=1, . . . ,A as in Eq. (42); these states form
an orthogonal basis for the entire Hilbert space H. We then





for m=1, . . . ,A. These states are also orthogonal:
kfmlmufm8l8m8l = dll8dmm8dmm8, s45d
and each has the same and equal support on each of the
subspaces Ha1 ^ Ha2. It is easily shown that they all map





I, " l,m,m . s46d
Thus, these orthogonal states define a private classical com-
munication scheme. We note that there are Ad2=dim H such
states; therefore by Holevo’s theorem this scheme is opti-
mally efficient.
The difficulty with generalizing this scheme to typical
group-averaging superoperators is that the induced tensor
product structure of D-full and D-free subsystems for a given
irrep typically do not have equal dimensions, and these
change as we vary over irreps. Later, we formulate and prove
several theorems that allow us to place upper bounds on the
number of private classical messages, and to construct as-
ymptotically optimal schemes for private classical communi-
cation using private SUs2d and SN SRFs.
B. A single D-full/D-free subsystem pair
Consider a decohering superoperator of the form D jA
^ I jB defined on HA ^ HB. This superoperator takes any state
rAB on HA ^ HB to s1/dAdIA ^ TrAsrABd. We therefore have a
single D-full/D-free subsystem pair. We now prove a lemma
for the optimally efficient private classical communication
scheme in this case.
Lemma 1. Consider a Hilbert space HA ^ HB , where
HA sHBd has dimensionality dA sdBd. Let hrij be a private
classical communication scheme for the superoperator
D jA ^ I jB. The maximum number of private classical mes-
sages (i.e., the maximum cardinality of the set hrij) is M
=dAminhdA ,dBj.
Proof. We consider two separate cases for the dimensions
of the D-full and D-free subsystems. Each proof gives a
construction for an optimally efficient private classical com-
munication scheme. Let huklAj and huklBj be an orthonormal
basis for HA and HB, respectively.








exps2pikm/dBduk + llAuklB, s47d
where l=1, . . . ,dA and m=1, . . . ,dB satisfy
D jA ^ I jBsuclmlkclmud= s1/dAdIA ^ s1/dBdIB. Thus, this set of
states forms a private classical communication scheme. Be-
cause dAdB is the dimension of HA ^ HB, there cannot exist a
larger set of orthogonal states on this space, and thus this
scheme is optimally efficient.
Case 2: dA,dB. The dA








exps2pikm/dAduk + llAuklB, s48d









Thus, this set of states forms a private classical communica-
tion scheme.
This set of states has cardinality less than the dimension
of the joint Hilbert space; however, as we now show, the
scheme is optimally efficient. First, consider sets of pure
states. Every such state must have the same reduced density
operator on HB, which we denote by sB. For a pure state, the
rank of the reduced density operators on A and B must be
equal, and because the former is bounded above by dA, the
latter must be as well. Thus, we can limit our consideration
to the subspace HB8 ,HB spanned by the support of sB,
whose dimension is bounded above by dA. But this is just
case 1 applied to HA ^ HB8 , for which dA
2 is the maximum
number of private messages.
It remains to be shown that making use of a set of mixed
states does not allow for a better scheme. Imagine a set hrij
of mixed states on HA ^ HB, containing M elements. Each ri
must have the same reduced density operator on HB, which
we denote by sB. We denote the rank of sB by r. Expressing
each ri as an eigendecomposition, we have










sidlABul=1, . . . ,Lij are Li pure states on HA ^ HB.




sidud with rank rl
sidłdA. For each i, a convex
sum over l of the slB
sid
must yield sB. It follows that
ol=1
Li rl
sidør, which implies that for all i, LidAør. However, if
all ri are orthogonal, they must possess orthogonal supports,
and these will therefore span a space of dimension oi=1
M Li.
This space is contained in HA ^ HB
srd (where HB
srd,HB is the
r-dimensional space spanned by the support of sB) and thus
oi=1
M LiłdAr. Combining these inequalities yields M łdA
2
.
The set of states in Eq. (48) consists of M =dA
2 elements,
therefore the scheme involving these states is optimally effi-
cient. j
C. A general group-averaging superoperator
In the previous section we considered communication
schemes using states that are confined to a single D-full/
D-free subsystem pair. The most general scheme, however,
makes use of states that span many such pairs. We must
therefore consider the more general group-averaging super-
operator E of Eq. (22). Let hrij be a private classical com-
munication scheme for this superoperator, satisfying Esrid
=r0 for all ri. We now prove a lemma which bounds the
cardinality of hrij.
Lemma 2. An upper bound on the number of states on H
in a private classical communication scheme for E is M
=o j Mj, where Mj is the maximum number of states on H j in
a private classical communication scheme for D jA ^ I jB.
Proof. By assumption
Esrid = r0, s51d
for all i. Projecting both sides of this equation onto an irrep j,
we obtain
sD jA ^ I jBdsP jriP jd = P jr0P j , s52d
for all i. By Lemma 1, there are at most Mj orthogonal states
that are mapped by D jA ^ I jB to the same density operator.
Therefore, the supports of hP jriP j , i=1,2 , . . . j must lie in a
subspace of H j with dimension not greater than Mj.
The set of states hrij must therefore have support on a
subspace with dimension M =o j Mj. The cardinality of the
set of orthogonal states hrij forming a private communication
scheme is therefore upper bounded by M =o j Mj. j
Thus, we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2. In a private classical communication scheme
for a group-averaging superoperator E, the number M of pri-
vate classical messages satisfies
M ł o
j
djA · minhdjA,djBj , s53d
where the djAsdjBd are the dimensions of the D-full (D-free)
subsystems defined by E.
The proof is immediate from the preceding lemmas.
Given that our theorem yields only an upper bound on the
number of private classical messages that can be sent, the
question of exactly how many private classical messages can
be achieved remains open. As the example provided in Eq.
(4) of Sec. II B illustrates, the optimally efficient scheme is
likely to make use of states that span irreps possessing un-
equal dimensions.
D. Private classical communication using a private
Cartesian frame
We now consider the specific case of a private Cartesian
frame, and present a scheme for private classical communi-
cation that is optimally efficient in the limit of large N.
Consider the decomposition of the N-qubit Hilbert space
sC2d^N into a direct sum of D-full/D-free subsystem pairs as
in Eq. (34). First, we note, from Eqs. (35) and (36), that for
all j strictly less than the maximum value N /2, the D-free
subsystem H jP is always of greater or equal dimension than
the D-full subsystem H jR. Thus, we will employ irreps up to,
but not including, j=N /2. Let jmin,N /2 be some fixed irrep.
We now construct orthogonal entangled states for every irrep
in the range jminł j,N /2 as follows. For convenience, we
denote the dimension of the D-full subsystem of the jmin
irrep by d, that is, d;2jmin+1. Choose a set of orthogonal
states huj ,slR ,s=1, . . . ,dj for H jR and a corresponding set of
orthogonal states huj ,s8lP ,s8=1, . . . ,dj for H jP; note that
such sets always exist because dim H jR=2j+1ød for all j in
the range jminł j,N /2. For each irrep in this range, a set of





exps2pisk/dduj,slRuj,s + llP. s54d
We wish to construct Fourier transformed states over j with




expf2pimj/sN/2 − jmindguc jkll . s55d
These states are all orthogonal, and all map to the same
density matrix under the superoperator EN. The range of both
i and l is s1, . . . ,d=2jmin+1d, and the range of m is
s1, . . . ,N /2− jmind; thus, there are a total of
M = sN/2 − jminds2jmin + 1d2 s56d
distinct states. To maximize this number asymptotically, we
choose jmin to be the integer nearest to N /3; this choice re-
sults in OsN3d distinct states. Thus, asymptotically, this
scheme allows for 3 log2N private classical bits to be com-
municated using N transmitted qubits, which saturates the
upper bound given by theorem 2.
E. Private classical communication using a
private reference ordering
As a second example of private classical communication,
we consider the case where the private SRF is a private-
reference ordering. As discussed in Sec. III F, in this case the
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superoperator is PN [defined in Eq. (38)], and the H jP are
D-full subsystems while the H jR are D-free subsystems. We
consider only the limit of large N. In this case, the upper
bound on the number of messages is simply 2N, the dimen-
sionality of the entire Hilbert space. This bound is saturated
asymptotically by a scheme similar to the one used in the
previous section. For j,N /2, we have djPødjR, so that case
1 of the proof of Lemma 1 applies and we can define djRdjP
entangled states within the j irrep [using Eq. (47)] which
cannot be distinguished by Eve. For every j value in a win-
dow of approximate width ˛N centered at the integer nearest
˛N, we have, in the asymptotic limit, djR=Os˛Nd and djP
=Os2N /Nd [using Eqs. (35) and (36) and Stirling’s formula].
Thus, in each such irrep, one can find Mj =Os2N /˛Nd or-
thogonal states that cannot be distinguished by Eve. We can
therefore Fourier transform these states across the ˛N irreps,
using the construction of Eq. (44). The end result is a set of
states that cannot be distinguished by Eve, the cardinality of
which is M =Os2Nd. Thus, asymptotically, one achieves N
private c-bits using this scheme.
F. Private classical communication using a private Cartesian
frame and reference ordering
If Alice and Bob possess both a private Cartesian frame
and a private-reference ordering of the transmitted qubits,
then they can encode at least as many classical messages as
they could with just a private-reference ordering. Thus, as-
ymptotically, they can achieve N private c-bits in this case as
well. One cannot achieve any more than this, because Hole-
vo’s theorem ensures that using N transmitted qubits at most
N c-bits, whether private or public, can be communicated.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have demonstrated that private shared
reference frames are a resource of private correlations which
can be used for cryptography. We have presented optimally
efficient schemes for private quantum and classical commu-
nication using an insecure quantum channel for spin-1/2 sys-
tems and a shared Cartesian reference frame and/or a shared-
reference ordering of the systems. The results are
summarized in Table I.
We note that our private classical schemes using a private
SRF are similar in some ways to private-key cryptography,
specifically, the Vernam cipher (one-time pad) [1]. For ex-
ample, the secret key in the Vernam cipher can be used only
once to ensure perfect security. Similarly, for our classical
schemes, only a single plain text (classical or quantum) can
be encoded using a single private SRF. If the same private
SRF is used to encode two plain texts, then the relation that
holds between the two cipher texts carries information about
the plain texts, and because it is possible to learn about this
relation without making use of the SRF, Eve can obtain this
information. This fact is clear from the example of a classical
communication scheme by transmission of a classical pencil
or gyroscope, considered in the Introduction. Although Eve
cannot determine the Euler angles of the pencils relative to
the shared Cartesian frame, she can measure the angular
separation of the two pencils.
It is also useful to consider the differences between using
private shared reference frames and a secret key for private
communication. One clear difference is that a secret key may
be subdivided into a number of smaller secret keys, and each
of these can be used independently of one another. (By “in-
dependently,” we mean that one can encode a plain text us-
ing the first key prior to knowing the identity of the plain text
that will be encoded using the second key.) This feature does
not hold when implementing private communication using a
private SRF.
Although a private SRF is not equivalent to secret classi-
cal key or entanglement, the former can yield the latter when
supplemented by the use of a public quantum channel. Spe-
cifically, one can distribute a secret classical key by imple-
menting the private classical communication scheme out-
lined in this paper with the key as plain text. Similarly, one
can establish entanglement between two parties by imple-
menting a private quantum communication scheme where
the subsystem encoding the quantum plain text is entangled
with systems that the sender keeps. Note that a private SRF
also yields secret classical key if it is supplemented by a
public SRF. For instance, perfect private and public shared
Cartesian frames yield an infinite amount of secret key (in
practice, the size of the key is limited by the size of the
physical system that defines the Cartesian frame).
Another question of interest is how a private SRF is es-
tablished. Clearly, a public Cartesian frame together with an
infinite classical key yields a perfect private Cartesian frame
(the key defines the Euler angles of the private frame relative
to the public frame). Shared entanglement of a certain sort
can also be consumed to align local RFs [34–36]. Another
interesting possibility is to set up the SRF by transmitting
systems from Alice to Bob in a way that is sensitive to eaves-
dropping. Whether an analog of key distribution can be
achieved in this context is an interesting question for future
research. Another such question is whether one can recycle a
private SRF by monitoring for eavesdropping, in the same
manner that one can recycle classical key and entanglement
[4,5]. Finally, we note that we have considered only classical
reference frames. Preliminary research into the description
and characterization of quantum reference frames (cf., Refs.
TABLE I. Asymptotic capacity for private quantum and classi-
cal communication for N transmitted qubits and various private
shared reference frames.












[private SUs2d and SN SRF]
N− 12 log2sNd N
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[37,38]) leaves open the possibility for their use as a shared
private correlation.
Although the relationship between secret keys and en-
tanglement has been analyzed in some detail [39], the rela-
tionship between these and private SRFs still remains largely
unexplored. Quantifying the power of private SRFs for en-
coding classical and quantum information is an important
step in such an investigation.
Note added in proof. Recent independent results have es-
tablished the optimal schemes for transmitting an SUs2d ref-
erence frame [40,41] and an SN reference ordering [42]
through the transmission of quantum systems. The tech-
niques used in these investigations are remarkably similar to
those used to develop our optimal private classical commu-
nication schemes using a private shared RF. Specifically, the
optimal N-qubit states used for transmitting a reference
frame or reference ordering span many irreps and are en-
tangled between D-full/D-free subsystem pairs within an
irrep, as do the states used in our optimal private classical
communication schemes.
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